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I.    Introduction 

The Marlboro Central School District depends significantly on Information Technology 
Services as the District service provider for computer-supported information processing, 
District -wide networks, telecommunications, and technology support for Marlboro 
Central School District students, faculty, and staff. 

The increasing dependency on computers, networks, and telecommunications for 
operational support poses the risk that a lengthy loss of these capabilities could seriously 
affect the overall performance of the School District. A business impact and risk 
assessment of district departments was conducted in October 2009 and identified several 
systems as being critical to the operation of the school district. Compromising those 
functions could disrupt or have a major impact to the management of the organization.  

Every business or academic unit within the District should develop a plan on how they 
will conduct business, both in the event of a disaster in their own building or a disaster at 
Information Technology Services that removes their access to voice and data 
communications for a period of time. Those business/academic units need means to 
function while the computers and networks and/or telephones are down, plus they need a 
plan to synchronize the data that is restored on the central computers with the current 
state of affairs. For example, if the Payroll Office is able to produce a payroll while the 
central computers are down, that payroll data will have to be re-entered into the central 
computers when they return to service. Having a means of tracking all expenditures such 
as payroll while the central computers are down is extremely important. 

The purpose of the plan is to define procedures for a contingency plan for recovery from 
disruption of telecommunications, computer and/or network services. However, while we 
will have a huge technical task of restoring computer and network operations ahead of us, 
we can’t lose sight of the human interests at stake. 

This disruption may come from total destruction of central sites or from minor disruptive 
incidents. There is a great deal of similarity in the procedures to deal with the different 
types of incidents affecting different departments in Information Technology Services. 
However, special attention and emphasis is given to an orderly recovery and resumption 
of those operations that concern the critical business of running the School District. 
Consideration is given to recovery within a reasonable time and within cost constraints. 

The plan provides guidelines for ensuring that needed personnel and resources are 
available for both disaster preparation and response and that the proper steps will be 
carried out to permit the timely restoration of services. 

The framework and tools used for this plan are courtesy of EDUCAUSE® and their 
Business Continuity Planning Toolkit in the Information Security Guide, found at 
www.educause.edu/security/guide. Special thanks to Valerie Vogel, Program Manager from 
Educause for her assistance.  

-Michael Bakatsias, Assistant Superintendent of Technology & Personnel 
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The goals of the Marlboro Central School District Disaster Plan are to: 

 Provide for the safety and well-being of people on the premises at the time of a 
disaster;  

 Continue critical business operations;  
 Minimize the duration of a serious disruption to business operations and 

resources;  
 Minimize immediate damage and losses;  
 Identify critical lines of business and supporting functions;  
 Ensured organizational stability;  
 Ensured orderly recovery.  

II.    Disaster Plan 

Background and Business Impact Assessment 

A plan framework for the project was developed and assembled in cooperation with the 
Orange/Ulster BOCES Technical Services and the Mid Hudson Regional Information 
Center. Dell™ consultants were used for the Business Impact Assessment of District 
departments to: identify critical systems, processes and functions; assess the economic 
impact of incidents and disasters that result in a denial of access to systems and services; 
and assess the length of time business units can survive without access to systems, 
services and facilities. 

The Business Impact Assessment Reporting tool identified critical service functions and 
the timeframes in which they must be recovered after interruption. The Business Impact 
Assessment Report was used as a basis for identifying systems and resources required 
supporting the critical services provided by Information Technology Services. The 
Business Impact Assessment Analysis can be found in Appendix 6. The Business Impact 
Assessment provides specific information for: 

 Systems Point of Contacts 
 Identifies System Resources 
 Identifies the Critical Roles of Point of Contacts 
 Links Roles to Resources 
 Identifies Outage Impact and Allowable Outage Times 
 Prioritizes Resource Recovery 

A business continuity project work group is to be established with differing levels and 
types of responsibilities for business continuity, as follows: 

 Administrative Information Systems  
 Telecommunication and Network Services  
 Systems and Platform Administration  
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Each of the groups above has members in their respective areas in preparing their disaster 
recovery procedures. Recovery plan components were defined and plans were 
documented. In the event of a disaster affecting any of the departmental areas, the 
Assistant Superintendent for Technology & Personnel serves as liaison between the 
schools (s) affected and other departments providing major services. These services 
include the support provided by Facilities Management, security provided by the 
Marlboro Police Department, and public dissemination handled by Central 
Administration. 

General Preventative Activities 

Certain preparations have been made in advance to facilitate recovery from a disaster, 
which destroys all or part of the services that Information Technology provides. This 
document describes what has been done for a quick and orderly restoration of the 
facilities and services that Information Technology Services operates. The following list 
is the general procedures for Disaster Preparedness. 

 Maintaining and updating the Disaster Recovery Plan.  
 Ensuring that all Information Technology Services personnel are aware of their 

responsibilities in case of a disaster.  
 Ensuring that the operations procedure manuals are kept current.  
 Informing all Information Technology Services personnel of the appropriate 

emergency and evacuation procedures from their building.  
 Ensuring that UPS systems are functioning properly and that they are checked 

periodically.  
 Ensuring that proper temperatures are maintained in the equipment areas.  
 Ensuring that periodic scheduled rotation of backup media is being followed for 

the off-site storage facilities.  
 Maintaining and periodically updating disaster recovery materials, specifically 

documentation and systems information, stored in the off-site areas.  

Contingencies 

General situations that can interrupt or destroy computer, network, or telecommunication 
services usually occur under the following major categories: 

Environmental Failures 

 Air Conditioning Interruption  
 Electrical Interruption  
 Fire Interruption  
 Steam Interruption  
 Weather Interruption  
 Flooding Interruption  
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Hardware/Software Failures 

 Hardware Malfunction  
 Software Malfunction  

Application Failures 

 Sabotage  
 Application System Malfunction  
 Computing Infrastructure Interruption  

There are different levels of severity of these contingencies necessitating different 
strategies and different types and levels of recovery. This plan covers strategies for: 

 Partial Recovery - operating with a degraded level of service  
 Full Recovery - operating at current sites with full restoration of services  

Off-Site Storage 

Off-Site Storage is responsible on an on-going basis for the off site storage of required 
recovery programs, files, and data. Following the decision to activate the alternate site 
each group is responsible for orderly and timely transfer of the required off-site stored 
material to the alternate site location. All central file backups are on DAT tapes, storage 
file servers or other compact media and stored off site. Technology Services and other 
key staff have access to keys where the tapes are stored. 

Backups 

All systems should be backed up on a periodic basis. Those backups should be stored in 
an area separate from the original data. Physical security of the data storage area for 
backups should be considered. Standards should be established on the number of backup 
cycles to retain and the length of their retention. 
The actual backup and cycling procedures vary somewhat depending on the computer 
platform. Details of these procedures and storage locations are contained in the Response 
Strategies. 

Security 

Security can be defined as safety, or a state of being free from doubt or danger. As it 
relates to information, security involves protection from damage or attack, being stable, 
reliable, and free of failure. Another way to think of it is a guarantee. Securing 
information is guaranteeing its confidentiality (levels of privacy), integrity (being 
complete and true), and availability. (being accessible) 

Information Technology Services' IT Security plan intends to provide that all information 
will be secured physically and electronically, all users of information will be individually 
identified, all applications and systems will be password protected, and all access 
authority requests will be documented. 
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All systems should have security products installed to protect against unauthorized entry. 
All systems should be protected by passwords, especially those permitting updates to 
data. All users should be required to change their passwords on a regular basis. All 
security systems should log invalid attempts to access data, and security administrators 
should review these logs on a regular basis. 

Steps you should take immediately when a system has been compromised: 

 Change account passwords.  
 Write down any pertinent information. (ie, date, time description) 
 Contact Technology Services at 845.236.5814.  
 Stop the service if necessary.  

If you feel threatened or if system damage has occurred, you should report the incident to 
your Principal or Director and Technology Services. 

The plan is predicated on the validity of some general assumptions, but does not include 
all special situations that can occur. Any special decisions for situations not covered in 
this plan needed at the time of an incident will be made by senior technology staff 
members on site. 

Testing of the Plan 

Testing the Disaster Recovery Plan is an essential element of preparedness. Partial tests 
of individual components and recovery plans of specific teams will be carried out on a 
regular basis. A comprehensive exercise of our continuity capabilities and support by our 
designated recovery facilities will be performed on an annual basis.  

Update and Maintenance of the Plan 

It is inevitable in the changing environment of the computer and telecommunication 
industry that this disaster recovery plan will become outdated and unusable unless it is 
kept up to date. Changes that will likely affect the plan fall into several categories: 

 Hardware changes  
 Software changes  
 Facility changes  
 Procedural changes  
 Personnel changes  

As changes occur in any of the areas mentioned above, Central Administration and 
Technology Services Staff will determine if changes to the plan are necessary. This 
decision will require that they will be familiar with the plan in some detail. A document 
referencing common changes that will require plan maintenance will be made available 
and updated when required.  After the changes have been made, staff will be advised that 
the updated documents are available. They will incorporate the changes into the body of 
the plan and distribute as required. 
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The following lists some of the types of changes that may require revisions to the disaster 
recovery plan. Any change that can potentially affect whether the plan can be used to 
successfully restore the operations of the department's computer, network, and 
telecommunications systems should be reflected in the plan. 

 
Hardware 

 Additions, deletions, or upgrades to hardware platforms.  

Software 

 Additions, deletions, or upgrades to system software.  
 Changes to system configuration.  
 Changes to applications software affected by the plan.  

Facilities 

 Changes that affect the availability/usability of the Alternate Site location.  
 Changes to Information Technology systems that affect the Alternate Site choice 

such as enlargement cooling or electrical requirements etc.  

Personnel 

 Changes to personnel identified by name in the plan.  
 Changes to organizational structure of the department.  

Procedural 

 Changes to off-site backup procedures, locations, etc.  
 Changes to application backups.  
 Changes to vendor lists maintained for acquisition and support purposes.  

III.    Emergency Procedures 

In case an incident has happened or is imminent that will drastically disrupt operations, 
the following minimum steps should be taken to reduce the probability of personal 
injuries and/or limit the extent of the damage. The following list of recommended action 
serves as a guide and does not replace the emergency procedures of the District Safety 
Plan or Building Safety Plan. 

Building Interruption/Disaster  

 An announcement should be made to evacuate the building, if appropriate, or 
move to a safe location in the building. As a preparation for a potential disaster, 
all Information Technology Services personnel should be aware of the exits 
available.  
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 If there are injured personnel ensure their evacuations and call emergency 
assistance as needed.  

 If the computers and other equipment have not automatically powered down, 
initiate procedures to orderly shut down systems when possible.  

 When possible and if time is available, set up damage limiting measures.  
 Designate available personnel to initiate lockup procedures normal to last shift 

procedures.  

Service Interruption/Disaster  

 Administrative Information Systems: The Administrative Information Systems 
is responsible for detailed systems analysis; establishment of improved 
applications development methodologies and tools; high-level tools development; 
end-user applications; and packaged applications support.  

A primary goal of the recovery process is to restore all computer operations without the 
loss of any data. It is important that the Administrative Information Systems Recovery 
Team Leader convene the Administrative Information Systems Recovery Team quickly 
so that they can immediately set about the task of protecting and salvaging any magnetic 
media on which data may be stored. This includes any magnetic tapes, optical disks, CD-
ROMs, and disk drives. 

 Systems and Platform Administration: The Systems and Platform 
Administration provides comprehensive management--or assists with 
management of Enterprise Client Management, Directory & Authentication, 
Windows, Novell and UNIX servers, and Large Systems on the Marlboro Central 
School District Computer System.  

The recovery strategy is to restore the District's data center's computer processing 
capability and to recover computer support services. This group determines 
Hardware/Software requirements for recovery processing. The planned recovery 
hardware is kept current and reviewed periodically by this group as is the configuration, 
support, and application software. 

 Telecommunication and Network Services: Telecommunication and Network 
Services Group (TNS) is comprised of Network Services (NS), Voice Services 
(VS), Infrastructure Services, Business Support Services (BSS), and Video 
Services. Together they provide telecommunications; network infrastructure; 
switch integration and management; hubs and router management; off-District  
telecommunications access (Internet and common carriers); network operations 
center; facilities management tracking; video and cable television.  

This group is responsible for the recovery planning of the required Recovery Network, 
services they provide and the maintaining of its currency. It is also responsible for the 
implementation of the Recovery Network and services within the time constraints 
necessary to meet the requirements of operating the critical systems. 
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Degraded Computer, Network, and/or Telecommunication Services at Central Sites 

 Evaluate the extent of the damage, and if only degraded service can be obtained, 
determine how long it will be before full service can be restored.  

 Replace hardware/software as needed to restore service to at least a degraded 
service.  

 Perform system installation as needed to restore services. If backup files are 
needed and are not available from the on-site backup files, they will be transferred 
from the off-site storage.  

 Work with the various vendors, as needed, to ensure support in restoring full 
service.  

 Keep Disaster Coordinators and Central Administration informed of status, 
progress, and problems.  

Activation of the Disaster Recovery Plan 

This plan will be invoked upon the occurrence of an incident. The senior staff member on 
site at the time of the incident or the first on site following an incident will contact the 
Chief Information Officer (CIO) and/or Directors, of Administrative Information 
Systems, Systems and Platform Administration, and Telecommunication and Network 
Services for a determination of the need to declare an incident. 

The senior technology staff member on site at the time of the incident will assume 
immediate responsibility. The responsibility will be to see that people are evacuated as 
needed. If injuries have resulted or may occur as a result of the incident, immediate 
attention will be given to those persons injured. The Department of Public Safety and 
Facilities Management will be notified if necessary. If the situation allows, attention will 
be focused on shutting down systems, turning off power, etc., but evacuation is the 
highest priority. 

Once an incident that is covered by this plan has been declared, the plan, duties, and 
responsibilities will remain in effect until the incident is resolved and the proper 
authorities are notified. 
Invoking this plan implies that a recovery operation has begun and will continue with top 
priority until computer, network, and/or telephone support to the District has been re-
established. 

This disaster recovery plan will be invoked under one of the following circumstances: 

 An incident which has disabled or will disable, partially or completely the central 
computing facilities, communications network, and/or telecommunications for a 
period of more than 2 hours.  

 An incident which has impaired the use of computers, networks, 
telecommunications managed by Information Technology Services due to 
circumstances which fail beyond the normal processing of day-to-day operations. 
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This includes all academic and administrative systems which Information 
Technology Services manages.  

 An incident which was caused by problems with computers, networks, and/or 
telecommunications managed by Information Technology Services and has 
resulted in the injury of one or more persons at the school building.  

Disaster Recovery Managers: Responsible for the overall recovery progress and makes 
decisions as necessary for the timely execution of the Disaster Plan. The Assistant 
Superintendent for Technology/Personnel provides liaison with the Superintendent and 
Central Administration for reporting the status of the recovery operation. 

Responsibilities include: 

 Determining the extent and seriousness of the disaster, notifying the 
Superintendent and Facilities immediately and keeping them informed of the 
activities and recovery progress.  

 Supervising the recovery activities.  
 Coordinating with the Central and Building Administration on priorities for 

stakeholders while going from partial to full recovery.  
 Naming replacements, when needed, to fill in for any disabled or absent disaster 

recovery members. Any members who are out of town or not on call will be 
notified to return.  

 Keeping stakeholders informed of the recovery activities.  
 Keeping Public Safety, Facilities Management, and District Relations apprised of 

the recovery activities as deemed appropriate.  

Disaster Recovery Teams 
In case of a disaster, the emergency call list (Attachment 3) will need to be used. General 
duties of the disaster recovery managers are discussed. Recovery team leaders have been 
assigned in each area and general duties given. The team leader will make assignment of 
personnel in the major areas to specific tasks during the recovery stage over that area. 

Each member of the recovery groups will follow this general plan of action: 

 Assessment of the damage and an evaluation of steps needed to restore services.  
 Assignment of personnel to disaster crews and assignment of tasks. The Disaster 

Managers will make the priority of repairs after an evaluation of the critical needs 
of the District following the disaster.  

 Keeping the Disaster Recovery Managers informed of the extent of damage and 
recovery procedures being implemented.  

 Determine which hardware, software, and supplies will be needed to start the 
restoration of a particular system.  

 Notify vendor technical support personnel of the disaster and the need for their 
assistance if appropriate.  

 If present supplies and equipment on hand is not adequate to restore service as 
needed, contact vendors for priority shipment.  

 When all components are assembled, begin the steps to restore the operating 
system(s) and other data from the off-site backup tapes.  
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 Supervising the recovery of the computers, networks, and/or telephone 
communications.  

 Coordinating activities of computer and communication recovery with the other 
Recovery Team Leaders.  

 Coordinating recovery with customers.  
 Review the recovery steps documented in this plan and make any changes 

necessary to fit the situations present at the moment.  

Disaster Recovery Team Leader 

The Team Leader(s); District Technology Director or Coordinator and/or Orange/Ulster 
BOCES Technical Services Specialist are directly responsible for the monitoring of the 
execution of the Disaster Plan by the Recovery Organization responsibilities and 
reporting progress and problems to the Disaster Recovery Coordinators. 

Responsibilities include: 

 Selecting the other members of the team.  
 Restoring one or more services described in this plan.  
 Recruit others to assist in the technical and detailed work of the recovery.  
 Communicating needs and status information to other recovery teams.  
 Coordinating restoration operations between parties working on different 

components, facilities, services or computer platforms.  

IV. Response Strategies 

This section provides high-level information about the organization of recovery efforts 
and the role of the service units. The Disaster Plan Response Strategies documents the 
detailed recovery procedures for each of the computer, network, and telecommunication 
systems to be restored at the recovery facility. It is obvious that all major support sections 
in Information Technology Services will need to function together in a disaster, although 
a specific plan of action is written for each department. Each department documents the 
list of equipment necessary to restore service, power and cooling requirements, cabling 
and networking requirements, operating system and data restoration procedures, and 
procedures for placing the system into final form. Downtime/Recovery is the 
responsibility of each department. 

The following portion of the plan reviews the various threats that can lead to a disaster, 
where our vulnerabilities are, and steps we should take to minimize our risk. The threats 
covered here are general to all of technical facilities. For the most part, the major 
problems that can cause a computing system to be inoperable for a length of time result 
from environmental problems related to the computing systems. The various situations or 
incidents that can disable, partially, or completely, or impair support of Technology 
Services computing facilities are identified.  
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Fire 

If you discover a fire extinguish it only if you can do so safely and quickly. After 
extinguished, call Building Administration. 

If a fire cannot be extinguished: 

 Rescue or remove anyone that may be in immediate danger.  
 Sound the nearest building fire alarm to alert occupants that a fire has been 

discovered.  
 Dial 911 to alert emergency responders.  
 Evacuate the building via the nearest exit. Do not use elevators.  
 Meet away from the building at a pre-arranged meeting place.  
 Decisions to reoccupy a building will be made by authorities in charge once the 

safety of the building occupants can be assured.  
 Restore necessary infrastructure and operations as soon as possible.  

It is the individual responsibility of every employee to know the evacuation procedures 
for the building he or she works. 

Power Interruption 

Facilities Management should be notified in the event of a power outage, a mechanic will 
be dispatched to evaluate and correct the problem. 

The following should be provided: 

 Nature of the problem.  
 Estimated down time.  
 Temporary measures to be taken (if any).  

Heating, Ventilating or Air Conditioning Failure 

Facilities Management should be notified in the event of a Heating, Ventilating or Air 
Conditioning Failure, a mechanic will be dispatched to evaluate and correct the problem. 

The following should be provided: 

 Nature of the problem.  
 Estimated down time.  
 Temporary measures to be taken (if any).  
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Building or System Security Failure 

 Notify Facilities Director or dial 911 upon learning of or observing building or 
security failure.  

 Assess your own safety and act accordingly.  
 Notify Administration.  
 Make preparations to secure sensitive data, software, processing systems and 

equipment.  

Bomb Threat      

Upon receipt of a bomb threat via telephone or mail all bomb threats must be treated as 
authentic. Panic must be prevented. The threat should not be discussed more than 
necessary and rumors should not be started or shared. 

Receiving a bomb threat: 

 Try to keep the caller on the line.  
 Try to obtain information on location of device, time of detonation and type of 

detonator.  
 Isolate the person who received the telephone message.  
 Notify Superintendent and/or Police Department immediately.  
 Describe in detail the threat in exact wording used by the caller.  
 Emergency responders will follow up, investigate, and advise of evacuation or 

provide further instructions.  
 Alert supervisor and personnel for evacuation of the area if necessary.  
 Decisions to reoccupy a building will be made by authorities in charge once the 

safety of the building occupants can be assured.  

Receipt of a mail bomb threat: 

 Treat a suspicious letter or package accordingly, (e.g., unexpected deliveries, 
parcels with no return address, packages that are dirty or oil stained, packages 
emitting any strange sounds, etc.) do not handle it.  

 Notify Superintendent and/or Police Department immediately.   
 Describe in detail the indicators of the suspicious letter or package.  
 Emergency responders will follow up, investigate, and advise of evacuation or 

provide further instructions.  
 Alert supervisor and personnel for evacuation of the area if necessary.  
 Decisions to reoccupy a building will be made by authorities in charge once the 

safety of the building occupants can be assured.  
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Explosion 

In the event an explosion occurs within the building: 

 Evacuate the building.  
 Assemble in a pre-determined location.  
 Notify Superintendent and/or Police Department immediately.  

Wind Damage/Tornado 

 In the event of a severe windstorm or Tornado, take shelter away from exterior 
walls and windows under a sturdy table or other stout object immediately until the 
event has ended.  

 In the event of structural damage, evacuate the building and notify Superintendent 
and/or Police Department immediately.  

 Meet away from the structure in a pre-determined meeting place.  
 Decisions to reoccupy the building will be made by authorities in charge once the 

safety of the building occupants can be assured.  

Snow or Ice Storm 

 In the event of a large-scale snow (blizzard) or ice storm, monitor power 
utilization by systems and be prepared to begin an orderly shutdown process if 
conditions warrant.  

 In the event of power outages, notify Superintendent and/or Police Department 
immediately.  

 Notify Administrators.  
 Notify staff.  
 In the event of heating systems failure, prepare for an orderly shutdown of non-

essential systems.  

Other Severe Weather 

Upon notification of a warning: 

 Remain calm and avoid panic.  
 Go to an area of safety. (Rooms and corridors, in the innermost part of a building. 

Stay clear of windows, corridors with windows or large free-standing expanses.  
 Do not use elevators.  
 Close all doors, including main corridors, making sure they latch.  
 Crouch near the floor or under heavy, well-supported objects and cover your 

head.  
 Be alert for fire. In the event of a fire, the fire plan should be utilized.  
 Listen to your radio for news and updates if possible.  
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Flood and/or Water Damage 

 Assess your own safety and act accordingly.  
 Do not walk or work in standing water which may have contact with wiring and 

may be electrified.  
 Call Facilities Management and your Building Principal and develop a plan to 

coordinate with Facilities Management. (After hours: if you are unable to reach 
Facilities Management or the Principal. Work with Facilities Management to:  

 turn off water supply if water is flowing from pipes, and  
 provide equipment and personnel to clean up water.  
 If the water emergency involves a threat or damage to Information Technology 

Services or facilities, make the calls indicated below until you reach someone. 
The first person you reach in the notification list below will begin implementation 
of the salvage procedures.  

8am - 5pm weekdays: 

 Facilities Management 236-5805.  
 Technology Services (Attachment 5).  
 Principal.  

After hours, holidays and weekends: Refer to Emergency Contact List 

 Facilities Management 236-5805.  
 Contact Administration. 
 Notify Technology Services Staff.  

Riot, Demonstration 

 Remain calm; do not panic.  
 Assess your own safety and act accordingly.  
 Call Marlboro Police Department.  
 Contact Administration.  
 Assess safety of facilities and systems; observe carefully.  

Intruders 

 Remain calm; do not panic.  
 Assess your own safety and act accordingly.  
 Call Marlboro Police Department.  
 Contact Administration.  
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Hazardous Waste 

In the event of an incident involving Hazardous Waste on the Marlboro Central 
School District: 

 Notify Police or dial 911 upon learning of or observing a Hazardous Waste 
incident.  

 Make preparations to evacuate the facility.  
 Make preparations to secure sensitive data, software, and processing systems if an 

evacuation should be ordered.  
 If time permits, notify Administration.  
 If an evacuation is ordered, assemble at a predetermined location upwind from the 

incident site.  

 

Response Strategies 

Event Triggers Action Responders

Fire Fire Alarm, smoke, or 
 flames 

Call 911 Fire Dept., Police 

Power Failure Loss of electrical 
service 

236-5805 Facilities Management 

Air Conditioning 
Failure 

Area too hot 236-5805 Facilities Management 

Steam Failure Loss of heat 236-5805 Facilities Management 

Building 
Mechanical 
Failures 

Loss of mechanical 
services, elevators 

236-5805 Facilities Management 

Security System 
Failures 

False alarms or alarm 
failure 

236-5805 Facilities Management 

Flood High water, drain 
blockage 

795-2781 Police 

Weather 
Emergency 

Siren, or extreme 
conditions ice, rain, etc.

795-2781 
911 

Police 
Emergency Services 

Riot, 
demonstration 

Large group of people 
gathered for a specific 
purpose 

795-2781 
 

Police, Fire 
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Bomb Threat Phone Call or Mail Call 911 Police 

Intruders Disruptive or abusive 
behavior 

Call 911 Police 

Alternate 
Recovery Site 

Unable to occupy 
existing space 

Relocate 
staff, 
equipment to 
alternate site 

Facilities Management, 
IT Services, Outside 
service provider 

Servers - Less than 
2 hours MTTR 

No server access 236-5814 Computer Operations 
Center 

Servers - More 
than 2 hours 
MTTR 

No server access 236-5814 Operations Center 

Network - Less 
than 2 hours 
MTTR 

No network access 236-5814 Enterprise File & Print 
Services, TNS 

Network - More 
than 2 hours 
MTTR 

No network access 236-5814 Enterprise File & Print 
Services, TNS 

Computing 
Infrastructure 
Interruption 

Application fails 236-5814 IT Staff 

Application 
System 
Malfunction or 
Error 

Application fails 236-5814 IT STAFF 

Office 
Environment 
Inaccessible or 
Uninhabitable 

Unable to occupy 
office 

Evacuate area IT STAFF, Facilities 
Management  

Unauthorized or 
Improper 
Modification of 
Software or 
Sensitive Data 

Application fails 236-5814 IT STAFF, SPA 

Vendor Software 
Failure 

Application fails 236-5814 IT STAFF 

Damage, Application fails 236-5814 IT STAFF  
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Destruction, or 
Corruption of 
Software/Data 

Enterprise 
Systems (e-mail, 
scheduling) 

Application fails IT Staff 
notify 
responsible 
employee for 
application 

IT STAFF 

 
V. Communication Plan 

The Communication Plan is designed to provide an orderly flow of accurate, effective 
and timely information to the Technology Services staff and District during the onset of a 
crisis situation, or a situation of potential crisis affecting the Marlboro Central School 
District  District’s telephone, data network and, computer and information systems.  

It is the responsibility of each employee to communicate with their supervisor and other 
Technology Services staff. Coordinating with District Services Help Desk and other key 
entry points will provide the communication link in communicating service interruptions. 

Communication Guidelines 

The focus of this section is to decide in advance how Technology Services will 
communicate with internal and external audiences in the event of an unplanned service 
interruption. 

This plan recognizes the importance of addressing and supporting communication needs 
and issues that emerge at the service level. Individual departments will need to extend 
this plan for the specific requirements of their area. This plan and the Marlboro Central 
School District Information Technology Disaster Plan are intended to provide a 
framework for our schools in developing their building plans.  

Communication includes all forms of media, as well as formal and informal interpersonal 
communication activities. 
This section is designed to: 

 Improve communication among partners and with the public when a service 
interruption occurs;  

 Establish a checklist of basic activities required for ongoing communication 
among partners and with the community;  

 Determine and suggest specific audiences and related activities to be undertaken 
either collectively or by individual units;  

 Identify specific approaches for all communications efforts;  
 Provide for the most effective delivery of information;  
 Increase awareness, understanding, and knowledge about potential and actual 

service interruptions;  
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 Ensure consistency of message delivery;  
 Seek the input of relevant interest business units and actively involve stake-

holders; and,  
 Publish standards for communication of service interruptions.  

 

Enterprise IT Emergency Communications 
During a District technology emergency, defined as a serious situation not (or perhaps not 
yet) having been declared a disaster, the Security Officer has primary responsibility for 
immediate response. All emergency IT messages will be sent to Central Administration 
and departmental emergency contact list by the District IT Security Officer. 

Develop a Plan of Action. 
Determine how Technology Services will respond to any service interruption by defining 
the specific actions to be taken, outlining the way that appropriate information should 
flow to different audiences, and identifying appropriate spokespersons for various 
constituents. Particular attention should be paid to determine a priority order under which 
audiences will receive information, as well as a regular schedule of news updates through 
Superintendent of Schools. 

Administration will gather accurate and substantial information regarding the situation 
and details regarding the District response. Working with the department, will provide 
notification to administration, employees, and the general public on progress toward 
recovery. 

Audiences/contacts that should be considered during a crisis: 

 Chief Information Officer / Technology Services Staff  
 District  Services Help Desk  
 District IT Emergency Contacts  
 District Administration  
 District Relations and the Public  
 State and Local Police Departments  
 Facilities Management  
 Business Office  
 District General Counsel  
 Orange/Ulster BOCES 
 Mid-Hudson Regional Information Center 

 

Plan Enactment. 

Notices should be issued in a timely manner, before the story and speculation starts 
leaking out on its own. It is the organization’s policy to be open and honest in 
communication no matter where the blame lies. Provide factual information to District 
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Relations and authorities as quickly as facts have been verified, and use every means of 
communications available to offset rumors and misstatements. 

Follow Up. 

After the plan is activated, the Superintendent will determine subsequent actions and 
decide if other employees need to be involved. The following information must be 
gathered and its accuracy verified to provide an incident report to the Central Office. 

 What has happened  
 Who is involved  
 When did it happen  
 Where has it happened  
 Was anyone injured  
 Could interruption have been prevented  
 Financial Loss  

What impact may this crisis have on the organization? 

 Does this situation run the risk of escalating in intensity  
 To what extent will the situation be noticed by the media and/or monitored by 

governmental agencies  
 Will the situation interfere with normal site or business operations  
 Could this situation damage the organization’s reputation  
 To what extent could this situation directly impact the organization’s financial 

standing  

Marlboro Central School District Communication Guidelines 

The Superintendent of Schools or designee serves as the authorized spokesperson for the 
Institution. All public information must be coordinated and disseminated by their staff. 

District policy requires that only certain administrators may speak on behalf of the 
District. These spokespeople are the president, the vice president for District relations, 
and the director for district relations. Under certain circumstances, the previously named 
administrators may name others as spokespersons. 

In the event that regular telecommunications on District are not available, District 
Communication will center media relations at a designated location. Information will be 
available there for the news media and, as possible, for faculty, staff, and students. 
Cellular and other emergency telephone numbers are available to Public Safety and other 
designated units. Official information will be made available as quickly as possible 
through the Connect-ED Service™. 

In the event of an emergency or other unusual circumstance in which media attention 
may be focused on the District, you should call District Administration. After hours a 
District Administrator is on call evenings, weekends, and holidays to assist School units 
in communication with the District and the general public dealing with media 
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emergencies and other unusual circumstances. The representative on call will provide 
media assistance and alert appropriate District administrators as necessary. 
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ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment 1. Work Plan and Timetable 
Project Schedule 

Item Assigned Date 
Start

Date Due Estimate 
of Hours

1. Organize Project 
and establish a 
Planning Work Group  

Bakatsias, Keane 8/1/2009 9/1/2009  6 

2. Gathered Detailed 
Department Data using 
BIA Evaluation Tool, 
Dell. 

Wheeler/Bakatsias/Singh 10/1/09 10/30/09  12 

3. Review BIA   Bakatsias/Wheeler 11/1/2009 11/15/2009 10 

4. Develop Response 
Strategies  

Bakatsias, Vyryas 12/1/2009 12/31/2009  5 

5. Developed 1st Draft 
of Response Strategies  

Bakatsias 1/1/2010   5 

6. Develop 2nd Draft 
of Response Strategies  

Bakatsias 1/15/2010 1/30/2010 30 

7. Complete Draft of 
Recovery Plan 

Bakatsias 1/30/2010   8 

8. Test Disaster 
Scenarios and Plans  

TBA Summer 
2010 

9/1/2010   

9. Propose Plan to 
Supt. Pending Central 
Office Review 

Castellani, Witherow, 
Bakatsias 

2/17/2009   

9. Implement 
Responses as 
necessary  

Functional Units   Ongoing   

10. Evaluation and 
Maintenance  

Bakatsias   Ongoing   
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Attachment 2. Disaster Planning Prioritization Criteria 

1. Protect Human Life; prevent/minimize personal injury  
2. Protect the Environment  
3. Prevent/minimize damage to physical assets, including structures, animals, and 

research data  
4. Restore normal operations  

Critical Services 
  
Electrical / HVAC 
Communication Services 
Potable Water 
Transportation (for evacuation) 
Chilled Water 
Control of Hazardous Materials 
Information Systems Software / Hardware 

Primary Importance – Safety, Security & Life Support Services – Facilities 

Fire protections & security alarms, District lighting, and areas of controlled access/exits 
Research, medical care & support, animal care, records, 
access / exit of buildings, labs, parking, and elevators. 
Worker safety, occupational – confined spaces, hazardous work/areas. 
Emergency signs, emergency response equipment, HVAC controls/systems 
Public safety, public relations/communications protocol 

Secondary Importance – Services 

School Buildings (Food & Shelter), Final Exams 
& Classes, Special Events/Concerts, 
Daycare, Public Transportation 
Financial Services (Payroll, Accounts Payable, Banking, Bonds) 
Contracted Services (Conferences, Other Education Services, Health Services, 
Registration Records, Receivables, Libraries) 
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Attachment 3. Confidential Emergency Call List 

This section lists specific points of contact for the systems in the Business Impact 
Analysis. 

Administrative Information Systems: 

Superintendent of Schools, Ray Castellani 
Assistant Superintendent for Technology & Personnel, Michael Bakatsias 
Director of Business & Finance, Patrick Witherow 
Director for Curriculum & Instruction, Robin Hecht 
District Computer Technician, Rick Wheeler 
Field Services Technician, Susan Kulaga 
Operations & Maintenance, Lawrence Cavazza 
 
Financial Services, Mid-Hudson Regional Information Center, Kathi Goodyear 
Student Services, Mid-Hudson Regional Information Center, Noelle Zamow 
 

Systems and Platform Administration: 

District Computer Technician, Rick Wheeler 
Orange/Ulster BOCES Asst. Director for Technology, Robert Fraley 
Orange/Ulster BOCES Technical Supervisor, Bhargav Vyas 
Orange/Ulster BOCES Technician, Phil Payne 
Novell Network Support Center 
Dell Support Center 
 

Telecommunications and Network Services 

Operations & Maintenance, Lawrence Cavazza 
Operations & Maintenance, Teresa D’Agostino 
District Computer Technician, Rick Wheeler 
Northeast Communications, Debora Ormiston 
Paetec Communications,  
Orange/Ulster BOCES Technician, Phil Payne 
Annese & Associates, Jamie Bogart 
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Attachment 4. Maintenance Record 

Updated Reason for Update Comments 

2/2/2010 Proposed to District Office   

11/18/2013 
 
1/17/2014 

Updated Plan with License & Information 
 
Final proofreading and posting to web. 
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Attachment 5. ITS Building Coordinators 

Michael Bakatsias, Assistant Superintendent for Technology & Personnel 

Rick Wheeler, Technology Services 

Susan Kulaga, Technology Services 

Building Principals – Main Point of Contact for Each School Building 

As listed below: 

NAME TITLE BUILDING WORK # CELL # 

Marie Toombs Principal Marlboro Elementary 236-1638  

David Saulpaugh Assistant Principal Middle School 236-5842  

Cortalano, Bruce Assistant Principal High School 236-5807  

Debra Clinton Principal Middle School 236-5842  
Roseanne 
Collins-Judon Principal High School 236-5807  

Darren Corsetti Assistant Principal Marlboro Elementary 236-1638  
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Attachment 6. Business Impact Plan Analysis 

The Business Impact Analysis (BIA) was completed with Dell Systems Consulting. 

Sanjeet Singh, Dell Systems Consultant, Dell Storage Product Group 
Kathy Keane, Dell Enterprise Service Consultant, Dell Computer Corporation 

The Business Impact Assessment Reporting tool identified critical service functions and 
the timeframes in which they must be recovered after interruption. The Business Impact 
Assessment Report was used as a basis for identifying systems and resources required 
supporting the critical services provided by Information Technology Services. The 
Business Impact Assessment Analysis can be found in Appendix 6. The Business Impact 
Assessment provides specific information for: 

 Systems Point of Contacts 
 Identifies System Resources 
 Identifies the Critical Roles of Point of Contacts 
 Links Roles to Resources 
 Identifies Outage Impact and Allowable Outage Times 
 Prioritizes Resource Recovery 

 

A Business Impact Assessment was conducted for the following services and associated 
equipment. The evaluation concluded these (4) core systems are CRITICAL to the 
operation of the school district. They are listed in order of priority. 

1. Financial Information System - WinCap 

2. District Administrative System - Central-Server 

3. Student Management System – School Tool  

4. Instructional Technology System – Class Server(s) 

 

 

 

Michael Bakatsias, 
Assistant Superintendent of Technology 

& Personnel 
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Attachment 6. Backup Procedure 

Each night, the backup routine backs up all data from the Marlboro Central School 
District.   
 
Step 1: The backup server pulls the data from each server and stores the data onto the 
hard drive of the backup server until all of the data has been gathered. (High School 
Backup Server) 
 
Step 2: The data is collected, a second job runs and copies the data from the HS Backup 
Server’s hard drive to MS Backup Server hard drive then copies the job to tape.   
 
Step 3: Check Tape Rotation. The tape rotation allows for data to be held for 2 weeks.   
 
Step 4: On weekends, the High School Backup Server then copies its most recent job 
to tape as well, so tapes exist at the High School and the Middle School diversifying the 
backups to tape.   
 
Step 5: Tapes from both backup servers are archived for data warehousing.  
 
Notes: Tapes from Step 1 (Central Computer Center, MHS) are housed at Marlboro 
Middle School Network Center.  
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